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IBRAHIM MAALOUF plays: trumpet,
piano,voice, frame drum, marimba, modified
trumpet (track 7), samples, electronics & electric
bass, keyboards

also participating: 
ZALINDE - batucada percussion; OXMO
PUCCINO - voice and lyrics; SARAH
NEMTANU - violin; NENAD GAJIN - guitar;
JASSER HAJ YOUSSEF - Arabic Violin;
JEREMIE DUFORT - tuba; PIERS FACCINI -
harmonica; JASKO RAMIC - accordion; GUO
GAN - erhu; SERDAR BARCIN - saxophone

Diagnostic

Ibrahim Maalouf

Born in Beirut, now settled in France, Lebanese trumpeter Ibrahim Maalouf plays a heady mix of jazz, funk and
improvisation steeped in classical and Arabic styles. In Paris, he has become a noted figure on the electro-jazz scene,
bringing his style to modern funk and electronica acts, but his music also has a mystical, contemplative quality that sets
him apart from most contemporary players.

Named ‘Discovery of the Year’ at the 2010 French Jazz Music Awards Ibrahim has played with renowned artists such as
Amadou and Mariam, Sting, Salif Keita, Toumani Diabate, and the legendary Lebanese composer/singer and oud player
Marcel Khalifé. UK gigs to date include the Barbican, the Jazz Cafe and the ICA, and Ibrahim has featured on Max
Reinhardt's Late Junction (BBC Radio 3) and The Strand (BBC World Service). 

Diagnostic marks the third and final chapter in a musical triptych which trumpeter Ibrahim Maalouf began in 2007 with
Diasporas, his first album, and enriched with Diachronism some two years later. Better than a continuation, this new
record is an outcome, the result of much research into the interplay of harmonies, tonal dynamics and their
acclimatization to rhythms, and the unsuspected connivances which exist between differing musical styles. You can
recognize the major influence exerted by marching bands from the Balkans, the batucadas of Brazil, Latin jazz... or
heavy metal. But Diagnostic is above all Maalouf's most personal work: a kind of original soundtrack in which the
trumpeter has staged – with remarkable powers of suggestion – the affective life of a musician who has always seen his
chosen art-form as therapy, with all that such a commitment implies in terms of sincerity and abandon. 

Recorded in the Parisian studio of producer and film-music composer Armand Amar (Le Couperet, Indigènes),
Diagnostic proposes eleven original compositions, each of which formulates an emotion – sometimes a contradiction
between several such sentiments – and all of which dive deep into the mysterious cesspool of emotions to set free
languidness, flights of fancy, lightning-flashes and flashbacks. Here, for the first time, you can hear Ibrahim play piano,
the instrument with which he began his apprenticeship in music. You can hear him sing, too. Although each part has its
own concept – the titles are inspired by close members of his family – Diagnostic bears witness to a stripped-down
instinct and a mastery of technique which serve – exclusively – the sensitive, the fragile... and the pleasure-principle.
This is an album which answers the necessity of transcending genres in order to transmute pain, anger, depression and
doubt into the very force of life. 
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NEIL YATES - Trumpet, Flugelhorn, Tenor
Horn, Whistle, Voice, Loops
ZSOLT BENDE - Classical Guitar
CORMAC BYRNE - Bodhran, Cahon,
Pandhera, Cymbals, Additional Percussion

Five Countries

Neil Yates

Trading a very successful career as a London jazz and session musician for the freedom of life in a small caravan touring
festivals in Britain and Ireland Yates found a way to embrace his own cultural heritage and broaden the jazz vocabulary.
Described as “a true musical polymath” his music is a fresh and unforced new sound in jazz, deriving melodic and
rhythmic intensity from Celtic music.

Yates was Chosen for Serious Productions/Jerwood Foundation’s “Take 5 Initiative” 2006 and winner of the Jazz
Services “Promoter’s Choice” Award 2006/07. Not only is Neil Yates a formidable and gifted improviser, he is also a
master of texture with one of the purest, most beautiful brass sounds in British Jazz.

Trumpeter Neil Yates makes his EDITION Records debut with Five Countries, one of the most beautiful and wide-ranging
records you will hear this year.  With Romanian guitarist Zsolt Bende and Irish percussionist Cormac Byrne, Five
Countries features a set of compositions that crosses national and musical boundaries with consummate ease and
confidence.

Why Five Countries? It describes these musicians’ places of birth, places of migration and places of domicile.  Each
musician feels a responsibility to the music of their birth lands and to those where they now chose to live.  More than that
these three artists know that music, like people, will migrate and, in turn, enrich those peoples and cultures they make
contact with. That’s how jazz was born.

The music of Five Countries migrates – like traditional musicians taking their music from Ireland and Scotland to America
or from Romania and Hungary to Spain.  It takes the sounds of their Five Countries to places and cultures familiar and
less so.  Songs like Flutter and Flight or the gentle dancing of Izabella’s Dream might carry you to Spain with their
echoes of flamenco.   Slipreel/Thyme And Tide might remind you first of a bar you know in Galway but hints as well
towards North Africa.  Remember too that sailors carried these tunes far and wide.  Even a tune with its own defining
sense of time and place like Storm on the Irish Sea swirls at times like a Mediterranean squall.

Neil Yates’ Five Countries Trio will appear at the London Jazz Festival on QEH Freestage - Thurs 17th Nov
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Rez Abbasi - guitar   
Rudresh Mahanthappa - alto saxophone   
Vijay Iyer - piano
Johannes Weidenmueller - bass     
Dan Weiss - drums

Suno Suno

Rez Abbasi's Invocation

Rez Abbasi’s new album, and second with his group Invocation, is an inspiring step forward in  the evolution of an artist
who, while firmly rooted in jazz and classical music, is continually embracing influences from India and Pakistan. For a
decade, Abbasi has been blazing a new trail along with cohorts, Vijay Iyer and Rudresh
Mahanthappa, leading figures in Indian - American cutting edge jazz. Rez’ father was born in Bombay and his mother in
Lahore, Pakistan. Also born in Pakistan, Rez migrated to the US at age four. Since an early age he has emerged himself
in both western and eastern music, studying and performing with a variety of Indian classical and jazz musicians. His
compositions and playing reflect his individuality and create an ideal hybrid of modern jazz and world inflections.

In 2008 Abbasi formed the group Invocation, in order to further develop his vision. With band mates Rudresh
Mahanthappa, Vijay Iyer, Dan Weiss and Johannes Weidenmueller, his music blossomed into a unique sound
unparalleled in today’s jazz.

Their debut release, Things To Come (2009), was included in Downbeat magazine’s ‘best albums of the decade’ and
also received the prestigious Chamber Music America grant. For Invocation’s second release, Suno, Suno  2011 the
compositions focus on a musical form from Pakistan called Qawwali. He states 
“Qawwali is music of praise, much like it’s Western counterpart, Gospel. Like the Blues, it’s simple and yet complex in
subtlety. As a listener and composer, I was drawn towards the feeling that imbues Qawwali, it’s driving grooves and
euphoric call and response. Just as jazz musicians have done in the past with Gospel and Blues, I wanted to bring that
feeling home. This is the first album I’ve made that contains the totality of my Identity.”  
Suno Suno (Listen, Listen in Urdu) captures the telepathy, intuition and virtuosity of an uncompromising group of
musicians who continue to push the boundaries of modern music

Press quotes: 
“Abbasi’s compositions are highly sophisticated and complex, containing myriad polyrhythmic crosscurrents and dynamic
shifts. His guitar playing is magnificent and his superb phrasing and ornamentation elevate him into the empyrean realms
of fusion mastery.” 
- Guitar Player Magazine
“Abbasi provides plenty of musical intrigue to  amaze even the most seasoned guitar fan.” 
- 20th Century Guitar
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Nels Cline - electric & acoustic guitar
Tim Berne - alto saxophone 
Stacy Rowles - trumpet, fluegelhorn
Eric Von Essen - bass
Alex Cline - drums

Angelica

Nels Cline

Angelica is simply a beautiful album. Besides the leaders excellent work on electric and acoustic guitar it features the
elegant and so personal sounding alto sax of Tim Berne as well as the emotional trumpet of L.A.’s Stacy Rowles, the
daughter of piano giant Jimmy Rowles. The music breathes a certain airy and cool romanticism which is at its most
impressive on Maria Alone, dedicated to Maria Farantouri, the great Greek lady of song.   
 
Nels Cline began to play guitar at age 12 when his twin brother, Alex Cline took up the drums. The pair developed
musically together, playing in a youth rock band they dubbed "Homogenized Goo". He played with jazz musicians Charlie
Haden, Gregg Bendian, Wadada Leo Smith, Tim Berne, Vinny Golia and the late bassist Eric Von Essen, a longtime
musical companion in the L.A. jazz group Quartet Music. In 1983, Nels joined the early formation of BLOC. The quintet
became a Los Angeles club favorite and garnered much praise from the local press and media. Practically every major
label was interested at some point but no major label seemed to have a clue how to promote the multi-talented group. 

Cline has also performed and recorded with punk rock bassist Mike Watt in his touring bands The Crew of the Flying
Saucer and The Black Gang, as well as with members of Sonic Youth and country music legend Willie Nelson. His first
work as a bandleader was  ANGELICA. In the late 1980s, Cline formed the Nels Cline Trio, which featured his guitar
playing complemented by Mark London Sims on bass and Michael Preussner on drums. The trio released one album,
SILENCER (ENJ-6098). 

Cline has performed on over 150 albums in the jazz, pop, rock, country, and experimental pop music genres. In
February, 2007, Cline was chosen by Rolling Stone Magazine as one of the Top 20 New Guitar Gods, and given the title
"The Avant Romantic." He continues to expand his audience as a featured member of the Grammy-winning rock band
WILCO (on tour inthe UK in late October).
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Bernie Mallinger - violin, vocals
Cynthia Liao - viola
Ingmar Jenner - violin
Asja Valcic - cello

Radiodream

Radio String Quartet Vienna

It’s difficult to live in Vienna without encountering Sigmund Freud at some point. radio.string.quartet.vienna have also
been influenced by the famous psychoanalyst as showcased on their latest album, radiodream, a musical expedition
through the realm of our dreams from the most innovative contemporary string quartet around. 

Radiodream is an imaginary journey with 14 very different stops. The dream journey begins with a restless as well as
powerful overture called “Inception”, in reference to the mystery cinema thriller of the same name. The piece leads the
way into an eclectic cosmos in which timbres are permanently changing, pieces fuse smoothly into one another and the
listener is captured somewhere between total turbulence and being deeply moved. This includes the melancholic “One
Night in Vienna” (Valcic) as well as the unsettling “Saint Paul`s Nightmare” (Mallinger). The gently interpreted
“Liebestraum” by Franz Liszt also has a place here as does the Hollywood evergreen “Moon River” by Henry Mancini –
the version here manages to draw out a totally new appeal from the classic. The arrangement of Radiohead’s “Nice
Dream” goes smoothly into Billie Holiday’s legendary blues lament “Strange Fruit”. “From the innocent sounds of a
children’s song to the deepest depths of despair – such a rapid transition from one dream world to the next is only
possible in music, and this is what was so appealing during the intense rehearsals,” says Mallinger. “Song - Ode an den
Freud” is, at nine minutes, not only the longest piece on the album but also a reflection of the outstanding ensemble
playing of Bernie Mallinger (violin), Cynthia Liao (viola), Ingmar Jenner (violin) and Asja Valcic (cello). All four begin with
a theme which is characteristic of their instrument before the piece as a whole condenses to an irresistible melodic
maelstrom. “This is, if you like, our great dream – we want to fuse to one whole body of sound,” continues Mallinger.
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Dieter Ilg - bass
Rainer Böhm - piano
Patrice Heral - drums

Otello at Schloss Elmau

Dieter Ilg

In the fourth act of Giuseppe Verdi’s ‘Otello’ the story culminates with Othello, frantic with jealousy, planning to murder
his wife Desdemona. At this point you hear Verdi’s stroke of genius – a powerful bass line that goes right through you,
and for bass players this line has been one of the highlights of classical music ever since. Dieter Ilg discovered it early in
his career and it has been the initial part of his daily practice ever since.

Searching for a recognizable project that would suit him, Ilg turned to his long-standing passion for Verdi and began to
rediscover it. “Otello is an inspiration,” he says. “It is continuously in motion. Just take a look at Verdi’s harmonic turns
that have often been used in jazz, but just in a different way. This is a perfect example of bridging the gap. Equally
important is the dramatic component of the music that can be created through the individual interpretations and
improvisations.” For this project he not only returned to the line-up he had favoured in the early stages of his career, but
also found the two ideal musicians for his trio. The pianist Rainer Böhm had first attracted Ilg’s attention in 2007, when he
was judging the Jazzhaus piano competition which Böhm won. The style of the French drummer and percussionist
Patrice Heral is also one of a kind - it varies from subtle passages to powerful solos with loops and mouth percussion.

‘Otello live at Schloss Elmau’ is much more than merely a live recording - it is an impressively independent variation of
Ilg’s Otello arrangements. The album is an outstanding example of jazz musicians transferring classical into improvised
music, as well as further proof of the exceptionally inspiring influence of Schloss Elmau on musicians. It could be said
that Schloss Elmau functioned as the catalyst for this masterpiece, nestled away in the Bavarian highlands. For Ilg it
served as the setting for the personal highlight of his passion for Verdi, a fascinating musical adventure that for all others
crosses borders between classic and jazz.
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Amir ElSaffar – trumpet, vocal, santour
Ole Mathisen – tenor and soprano saxophone
Nasheet Waits – drums
Carlo DeRosa – bass
Tareq Abboushi – buzuq
Zafer Tawil – oud, percussion

Inana

Amir ElSaffar

Inana is the follow-up to trumpeter Amir ElSaffar's critically acclaimed 2007 release, Two Rivers (Pi 24), which
Allmusic.com called “as impressive a debut as we've had in America in the 21st century.” ElSaffar has continued to
extend his compositional palette in the four years since that release: While Two Rivers combined elements found in the
modal music of the Iraqi maqam with the rhythms and aesthetics of modern jazz, Inana builds on those concepts to
include a microtonal harmonic and melodic language, influenced by the pitch-flexibility of Middle Eastern music, which
ElSaffar honed working with the saxophonist Hafez Modirzadeh on their co-led release Radif Suite (Pi 32, 2010). The
result is a new work that further expands the sonic possibilities of jazz.

A virtuoso on the trumpet, ElSaffar has applied aspects of the maqam to his playing and is now one of very few
microtonal trumpeters in the world. Using a standard, three-valve instrument, ElSaffar has created new techniques that
enable intonation and ornaments that are characteristic to Arabic music. His unique skills have earned him the
opportunity to perform with such disparate jazz musicians as Danilo Perez and Cecil Taylor. As a composer, ElSaffar has
continued to develop a highly personalized harmonic language built on extensions of the microtonal resonances found in
the maqam.

Helping ElSaffar bring his singular compositional and improvisational concept to life is The Two Rivers Ensemble, a
group of highly-skilled, creative musicians. After five years of extensive performing and touring, the Two Rivers Ensemble
has developed an instinctive ease with this highly complex music, enabling the band to play with a creativity that
transcends pure technical challenge. Using maqam to transform the jazz idiom, the music still speaks the language of
swing, improvisation and group interaction. With Inana, ElSaffar has once again uncovered entirely new possibilities in
the evolution of jazz.

"Amir ElSaffar is uniquely poised to reconcile jazz and Arabic music..."
The Wire November 2011
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Dansk

Susi Hyldgaard

Susi Hyldgaard is  releasing her 7th CD, called "Dansk" (meaning "Danish"). 

After presenting the CD "Its love we need" with the remarkable bigband arrangements by the colorful duo from The Jazz
Passengers, Roy Nathanson and Bill Ware, she has returned to the trio format. 

On this album she combines jazz, pop and electronica with smooth melodies and little sample clippings from everyday
life. No matter how much Susi Hyldgard combines, turns around and challenges herself, what you have got left are
catchy melodies, well-crafted arrangements, clever lyrics with power and passion, all together soaked in an overpowering
musicality always worth listening to.

"Dansk" is a reflection on the phenomena of identity and communication, and the fact that she lives in a very small
country. Its been recorded over a period of two years, partly in her homestudio, with the musicians sitting in, one by one -
partly with actual live recordings of the whole band. In this period of two years the songs were tried out on different
audiences - and the polyglottal result is these songs in four different languages.
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RED NORVO vibes
TAL FARLOW guitar
RED MITCHELL bass
1-14: Hollywood, California, October 6 (tracks 3,
7, 9-10 & 12-14) & October 7 (tracks 1-2, 4-6, 8
& 11), 1955.
15-17: Los Angeles, California, July 1 (track 15)
& October 16 (tracks 16-17), 1952.

Complete Recordings

Red Norvo Trio with Tal Farlow & Red Mitchell

FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER ON CD!
The complete original trio album Red Norvo with Strings (Fantasy LP3-218, tracks 1-10), which appears here for the first
time ever on CD. It features Norvo on vibes along with guitarist Tal Farlow and bassist Red Mitchell. Four more tunes
recorded during the sessions and not included on the LP have been added as a bonus, as well as three 1952 tracks
which complete all of the existing recordings by this formation of the Red Norvo Trio.

Includes 12-page booklet

Orginal Downbeat review of Red Norvo with Strings:
“One of the best of its intimate, conversational kind, this Norvo trio and its predecessors in the ‘50s were continuously
intriguing in the flowing logic of their interplay and in the remarkably creative level of solo statements in the trialogue. A
set of this clear quality needs no further verbal underscoring. Your time is better spent listening to it. Very well recorded.”
****1/2 stars (Nat Hentoff)
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1-10: KANSAS CITY SUITE
COUNT BASIE AND HIS ORCHESTRA
Thad Jones, Joe Newman, Snooky Young,
Sonny Cohn (tp), Henry Coker, Al Grey, Benny
Powell (tb), Marshall Royal (cl, as), Frank Wess
(as, ts, fl), Billy Mitchell (ts, cl), Frank Foster (ts),
Charles Fowlkes (bar, b-cl, fl), Count Basie (p),
Freddie Green (g), Eddie Jones (b), Sonny
Payne (d). Los Angeles, September 6 &7, 1960.
*BONUS TRACKS (11-18):
Same personnel as above. New York,
December 13, 14 & 15, 1960.

Kansas City Suite
The Music of Benny Carter
Count Basie

The complete classic album Kansas City Suite (Roulette SR52056), which was the first out of only two occasions in
which the Basie band recorded a full set of tunes composed and arranged by Benny Carter. Three complete sessions
from the same period and with the exact same personnel, most of which were composed and arranged by Frank Foster,
have been added here as a bonus.

Includes 12-page booklet

In October 1957, Count Basie recorded the album E=MC2, also known as The Atomic Mr. Basie. It became one of the
top-hit LPs by the Basie band and featured splendid arrangements and compositions by Neal Hefti (1922-2008). The
formula was also retried with different arrangers and composers. The present album, Kansas City Suite, marks the first
full-album collaboration between Count Basie and alto saxophonist and trumpet player Benny Carter (1907-2003). The
two musicians had known each other since the early forties, and in 1941 and 1942 they recorded together on a series of
sessions by the etronome All Stars, which combined the winners of each instrumental category according to the critics of
Metronome Magazine (Benny Goodman, Coleman Hawkins, Harry James, Cootie Williams, Charlie Christian, Freddie
Green, Gene Krupa and Buddy Rich were some of the other musicians present on these sessions). Basie and Carter
were most likely pleased by the results of their first full time collaboration, for in 1961 a second album followed with
compositions and arrangements by Benny: The Legend (Roulette SR52086), recorded in New York on October 30-31
and November 2, 1961. A third collaborative album, this time only featuring arrangements by Carter, would also be
recorded in 1968. It was titled Manufacturers of Soul and was a showcase for singer Jackie Wilson.
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DAVE LAMBERT, 
JON HENDRICKS, 
ANNIE ROSS, 
vocals on all tracks, 
plus Count Basie and his Orchestra

Sing a Song of Basie + Sing Along With Basie

Lambert, Hendricks & Ross

2 LPs on 1 CD!
Two splendid collaborations by the vocal trio of Dave Lambert, Jon Hendricks and Annie Ross with Count Basie or
members of his band. Sing a Song of Basie (ABC/Paramount ABC223) is presented here it its original Mono version, and
not the “electronically rechanneled for Stereo” one of some reissues which had worst sound quality. It showcases the
vocal trio singing all of the horn parts from the Basie band via multi-track recording, backed only by a rhythm section of
Basie-ites (with Nat Pierce filling in for the Count). On the Stereo album Sing Along with Basie (Roulette SR52018), the
vocalists are accompanied by the whole Basie orchestra with the Count himself at the piano. 

As a bonus, we have added a version of “The Spirit-Feel” from the same period (with Lambert-Hendricks & Ross
accompanied again by Nat Pierce), as well as the only two songs from a 1959 Basie concert where the vocal trio was
invited to join the orchestra.    

Includes 20-page booklet with the COMPLETE SONG LYRICS. 
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Max Merseny - alto saxophone  
Matthias Bublath - piano, Fender rhodes,
keyboards
Ferdinand Kirner - guitars
Igor Kljujic - bass
Christoph Holzhauser - drums

Thank Y'All

Max Merseny

Max Merseny is a young exceptional alto saxophone player from Munich with Hungarian roots who currently resides in
New York. The album title 'thank y’all'  relates to his many guests on the recording, like Tony Lakatos, Patrick Scales,
Roger Rekless, who helped to create his hiphoppy soul jazz. The list of his national and international musical meetings in
the jazz, soul and hiphop fields that Merseny has had is impressive. From Umi to Main Concept via Les Madoki to Till
Broenner and Magnus Lindgren. 

All of 23 years old Max Merseny already has a considerable wealth of experience, all of which went into this debut
recording - 'thank y’all'.
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STEPHEN GREW (keyboard, processing)
RICHARD SCOTT (wigi, buchla lightning,
blippoo box)
NICK GREW (transduction)
DAVID ROSS (drosscillator)
EVAN PARKER (soprano saxophone)

Together in Zero Space

Grutronic & Evan Parker

Two long pieces of free improv electronica (26" and 22") recorded live in Zero Space, Bratislava at the Next Festival of
Advanced Music (2009).  

'Through the process of free improvisation... Grutronic... have somehow rediscovered or reinvented complex,
hyper-contrapuntal and molecular modes of group playing...' from the notes by Richard Scott. Evan Parker is a frequent
guest soloist with the band.
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PAUL RUTHERFORD trombone
DEREK BAILEY amplified guitar
BARRY GUY amplified double bass

Goldsmiths

Iskra 1903

The bulk of this CD is arguably the most typical extended concert performance of the original trio to have survived. The
occasion was a local gig in the Cohesion series at Goldsmiths College in south-east London in front of a small audience.
The trio playing on home territory, as it were, and sounding very relaxed.

Paul Rutherford formed the first edition of Iskra 1903 in 1970 with Derek Bailey and Barry Guy. All three musicians had
worked together in larger groups, starting off with the 1966/7 edition of the Spontaneous Music Ensemble that can be
heard on WITHDRAWAL (Emanem EM4020). However, they had a strong desire to work without percussion. It's not that
they were anti-percussion - each of them subsequently worked in various settings with numerous percussionists - it's just
that they felt a need for this sort of instrumentation as well.

Rutherford named the group after 'Iskra' (the Russian word for spark) which was the paper that Lenin edited before the
Russian Revolution. The '19' indicates 20th century music, and the '03' is the number of performers.

This first version of Iskra 1903 lasted about four years, during which time they were rightly considered to be one of the
very finest groups around. Other examples of their 1970-2 work can be heard on the 3-CD set CHAPTER ONE (Emanem
EM4301). Also, somewhat untypical music designed for a film can be heard on BUZZ SOUNDTRACK (Emanem
EM4066). Iskra 1903 was, perhaps, the last long-term fixed-personnel group that Bailey worked in.

When Rutherford reformed the trio in about 1977, it was with Philipp Wachsmann and Barry Guy - a trio that performed
sporadically for about 15 years (hear CHAPTER TWO on Emanem EM4303, FRANKFURT 1991 on Emanem EM4051
and their eponymous 1992 CD on Maya 9502). Like the original trio, it was a group that always seemed to produce great
music.
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ALISON BLUNT (violin)
IVOR KALLIN (violin & viola)
HANNAH MARSHALL (cello)

Gratuitous Abuse

Barrel

Another very worthy addition to the series of string groups that have been featured on Emanem. These three musicians
have been performing in various combinations with others on the London improvising scene for several years, including
the London Improvisers Orchestra. About six years ago Blunt and Kallin were often playing gigs together either as a duo
or with a third string player. They were impressive enough to be invited to the 2007 Freedom of the City festival, where
they chose to add Marshall, with whom Blunt had previously performed duos. That first performance of this trio was so
musically successful that they decided to continue as such, and chose to call themselves Barrel as they used a lot of
scraping. Since then they have often played in various locations in and around London, and this album is their choice of
the resulting recordings.
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File Under: Jazz
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Format: 25 CD
Packaging: box set

The Story of Vocal Jazz
25CD box set
Various Artists

Each of the 25 discs will offer in more or less equal measure the purest Afro-American singing by the greatest blues and
gospel singers, often accompanied in an economically exemplary manner (but without any loss of intense musicality and
poetic sensitivity), plus examples of a popular art uneasily situated between light music composed and written by talented
professionals and jazz-type music trying to be jazzy around swing and more and more sophisticated harmonies.  

The culture and the musical and social context of all the people involved over the years have left their trace on each
performance. Whatever the venue – a protestant church, a saloon, a whorehouse, a casino, a fairground or music-hall
stage, a ballroom or concert hall, a speakeasy or honky-tonk, the Chicago or West Coast jazz clubs (the latter with its film
industry on the doorstep), all this music attests to the American identity and conquering spirit of the time.

From the verve of Ma Rainey, the majesty of Bessie Smith or the inspired sophistication of Sarah Vaughan, to the
popular tone of Louis Prima, from the folk element of certain bluesmen to the seductive voice of Frank Sinatra, we've
opened our CD player up to a maximum of good vocal vibrations. 

FULL LIST OF ARTISTS AND TRACKS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST
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3xCD volumes of 15 of the greatest Jazz artists 
  200+ mins per volume   
3 jewel boxes in slipcase  excellent b/w photo sleeves

3742131/33  Django Reinhardt - Swing de Paris   3149024213137
3742134/36  Billie Holiday - Billie’s Blues    3149024213434
3742137/39  Ella Fitzgerald - My Favourite Songbooks  3149024213731
3742140/42  Sidney Bechet - Petite Fleur    3149024214035
3742143/45  Charlie Parker - Hot House    3149024214332
3742146/48  Louis Armstrong - Black & Blue   3149024214639
3742149/51  Miles Davis - Chasin’ the Trane    3149024214936
3742152/54  Duke Ellington - Moonlight Fiesta   3149024215230
3742155/57  Benny Goodman - After Hours    3149024215537
3742158/60  Count Basie - Kansas City Limits   3149024215834
3742161/63  Thelonious Monk - Monk’s Mood   3149024216138
3742164/66  Chet Baker - The Thrill is Gone    3149024216435
3742167/69  Erroll Garner - The Man I Love    3149024216732
3742170/72	 	 Art	Tatum	-	Goldfingers	 	 	 	 	 3149024217036
3742173/75  Ray Charles - Mister Genius    3149024217333
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3xCD volumes of 10 of the greatest French chanson artists 
  200+ mins per volume   file under: World/France
3 jewel boxes in slipcase  excellent b/w photo sleeves

3742101/03  Georges Brassens - La Mauvaise Réputation   3149024210136
3742104/06  Edith Piaf - La Vie en Rose     3149024210433
3742107/09  Leo Ferré - L’Ile Saint-Louis     3149024210730
3742110/12  Charles Trenet - Je Chante     3149024211034
3742113/15  Yves Montand - Un Gamin de Paris    3149024211331
3742116/18  Charles Aznavour - Sa Jeunesse     3149024211638
3742119/21  Gilbert Becaud - C’Était Mon Copain    3149024211935
3742122/24  Juliette Greco - Sous Le Ciel de Paris    3149024212239
3742125/27  Marcel Mouloudji - Un Jour Tu Verras   3149024212536
3742128/30  Henri Salvador - À Saint-Germain-Des-Prés   3149024212833
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Label: East Meets West
File Under: World music
Catalogue No: EMWM1004
Barcode: 666449738623
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack

Nine Decades Vol.2
Reminiscence of North Vista
Ravi Shankar

The second installation of the Nine Decades series, Reminiscence of North Vista, is a live recording from a private party
at Ravi’s North Vista home in Los Angeles on August 29, 1969. Ravi moved to the Hollywood house in 1968 and
regularly had parties attended by luminaries such as George Harrison, John Lennon, Peter Sellers, Marlon Brando and
many others. This recording perfectly encapsulates the spirit of the performances at these gatherings. Recorded just one
week after his legendary Woodstock appearance, the set features the Maestro performing two evening ragas with Alla
Rakha on tabla (as well as the sounds of crickets and party-goers). This is an unique performance by two artists at the
height of their power, performing in an informal setting in front of family and friends.

Ravi Shankar :
North Vista is the name of the street in Hollywood where I settled down in mid-1968, a wild time when my fame had
ballooned to pop superstar status....On many occasions at the North Vista house I’d give impromptu concerts, and this is
a recording of one of them, played with dear Alla Rakha accompanying me on tabla just one week after we played the
Woodstock Music Festival. Unlike our stage performances, it was more relaxed and informal and one can hear the
experimental and fun spirit in it.
The first piece is in an evening raga, Kaushik Kanhara, and the second one is also an evening raga, Bihag. In this I have
played both Ada Chautal of 14 beats and also a 8 1/2 beat cycle. It was a very special night and I am most happy to
share it with you on this recording recently unearthed in my archive. 

The Nine Decades Series is a multi-volume project featuring rare and never-before released recordings hand-picked by
Ravi Shankar from his vast archive and lovingly remastered for an optimum listening experience. With live performances
and studio recordings pivotal to his development as an artist and reflective of unique times and places, the Nine Decades
series provides insightful perspective on a career that spans 70-plus years and is a direct bridge between the artist
himself and his listeners.
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Nine Decades Vol.3
Orchestral Experimentations
Ravi Shankar

Volume three in the Nine Decades series, entitled Orchestral Experimentations, is a set of nine studio tracks featuring
Ravi Shankar’s earliest compositional experimentations with his National Orchestra recorded between 1950 and 1954.
The orchestra consisted of many of the finest Indian musicians of the period, and in these recordings one senses the
excitement Ravi felt at having such resources at his disposal. Not only was Ravi inspired by the players to experiment
with orchestration, but he enjoyed the freedom to explore both North and South Indian systems, as well as use some
Western technique. Ravi also maintained his natural inclination for improvisation by recording usually within a hour or two
of completing the composition.

The Nine Decades series is a multi-volume project featuring rare and never-before released recordings hand-picked by
Ravi Shankar from his vast archive and lovingly remastered for an optimum listening experience. With live performances
and studio recordings pivotal to his development as an artist and reflective of unique times and places, the Nine Decades
series provides insightful perspective on a career that spans 70-plus years and is a direct bridge between the artist
himself and his listeners.
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Ravid Goldschmidt, hang
Sílvia Pérez Cruz, voice

Rompiendo Aguas

Llama

In Llama, Sílvia Pérez Cruz and Ravid Goldschmidt mix the voice up with the special sound of the hang, a melodic
instrument created in Switzerland in 2001 based on Trinidad & Tobago steel drums. Ravid with the metallic sound of the
hang, and Sílvia, with her wonderful voice, take you away through different styles and languages. They both have
different influences. Ravid from Brazilian rhythms and Sílvia from habaneras, fado, jazz and flamenco. Among them there
is a magical musical connection giving as a result a unique sound. "Llama" means "Towards the sea" in Hebrew. The
group was formed in 2005 in order to to join voice and hang. Due to the special characteristics of the hang, meanswhile
Ravid improvises different melodies and rythms Sílvia sings on top improvising too. As a result there are melodies
coming from jazz, flamenco, fado and folk songs almost all explaining their own experience.
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Dumisani Ramadu Moyo - vocal and drum
Vusa Mkhaya Ndlovu - vocal
Blessings Nqo Nkomo - vocal

Insingizi - Ndebele Songs

Insingizi

These recordings document the music of the Ndebele people who first migrated from Zulu territories into what is now
Zimbabwe in the early 19th century. The people are today concentrated in South-Western Zimbabwe close to the second
city Bulawayo and make up about 25% of the modern day population of Zimbabwe. Field records of the Ndebele's music
are scarce when compared with work done with the Shona people - the only large scale project being Wolfgang Laade's
work in the 1980s, so this is a timely collection. 
Musically there are similarities with the Zulu choirs (Blessings Nqo Nkomo's uncle was a singer with Black Umfolosi) -
similarities that presumably hark back to the Ndebele's origins as dissident Zulus.

"On this album we have tried to propose a mixture of all the styles. You should know that during the colonization period
or rather the struggle with the colonizers, our people, when they would leave to fight or came back from it, had warrior
songs. We have included these on this recording, along with songs from the introduction of Christianity, when folk started
going to church. And then, there are also traditional songs in existance from before the colonization. We have tried to
cover all the different aspects present in our country: There are therefore traditional songs (tracks 1 - 8), gospel songs
(tracks 9 - 13), but also warrior songs, political and revolutionary songs (tracks 14-17)" Vusa Mkhaya Ndlovu

"The insingizi is a rain bird. The female has a different song to the male, so when they sing together, they sound like a
chorus. (We) like to think our own sound is as beautiful as these birds": Insight to inspiration of the three singers of
Insingizi performing here a capella, or with rattle and djembe, Ndebele traditional song, gospel, along with warrior chant,
political and revolutionary songs."
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Korea - Jongmyo Jeryeak
Ritual Music for the Royal Ancestors
The Court Music Orchestra of National Gugak Centre

The Jongmyo Jeryeak refers to a combination of vocal and instrumental music, and dances, performed once a year at
the Jongmyo royal shrine: for about 600 years, even during the Japanese occupation of 1910 - 1945, this solemn and
majestic ritual music - played on drums, gongs, bells, chimes, zithers, fiddles, oboes and flutes - has been performed in
honour of the royal ancestrors of the Joseon dynasty.
The music of Jongmyo Jeryeak consists of 27 pieces: Botaepyeong, which praises the scholarly virtues of the kings, has
11; Jeongdae-eop, praising the military accomplishments of the kings, also has 11. Huimum, the first piece of
Botaepyeong, is performed for Yeongsin-rye, the ritual to welcome the spirits, and also for Jeonpyerye, the ceremony for
offering presents to the spirits, but it has a different text for each of the rituals. In the actual rites, Yeongsin Huimum is
performed nine times, while Jeonpye Huimum is varied into a very slow tempo. There is a piece that is part of neither
Botaepyeong nor Jeongdae-eop: Punganjiak, which is performed for the rituals of Jinchan, Cheolbyeondu and Songsin,
also with a different text each time. 
As the national memorial ceremony, the music for Jongmyo Jeryeak was performed by musicians from the national
music institute, the Jangagwon.
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Peru-Hymn to the Sun

Peru Andino

For the past twenty-five years, the musicians and dancers of the group PERÙ ANDINO have maintained the folk
traditions of Peru, presenting them all over the world, and showing the richness and diversity of this great country, which
chose the group as its ambassador at the 2008 Olympic Games in Beijing. 

With this ‘Hymn to the Sun’ the group invites us on a musical journey to discover the sounds and rhythms of the three
geographic regions of Peru: the sierra (highlands, i.e. the Andean region), the costa (the Pacific Coast, marked by
African and Western contributions), and the selva (the jungle, i.e. the region of the Amazon rainforest).
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China Classical & Folk Music

Chuantong Orchestra

The music played by the virtuosos of the Chuantong Orchestra is captivating and melodious. The orchestra, which
comes from Kunming in the province of Yunnan (southwest China), is composed of virtuoso musicians, playing the
gu-zheng (plucked zither), dizi (bamboo flute), erhu (a two-stringed spike fiddle) and yang qin (a hammered dulcimer); in
some of the pieces they accompany the magnificent voice of a lady singer. The orchestra appears in China and on
stages all over the world, in a repertoire of classical and traditional music. 

The history of Chinese music goes back to the dawn of civilisation. The earliest known writings in which it is mentioned
are those of Confucius (551-479 BCE), but there is evidence of a well-developed musical culture dating from much
earlier than that. The world’s oldest musical system was developed in China. Chinese music is notated without staves,
and notes are represented by numbers and characters. 
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Theo Bleckmann - vocals, live electronic voice
processing, toy piano, glockenspiel, caxixi
Henry Hey - piano, minimoog synthesizer,
fender rhodes piano, prepared harpsichord,
voice 
Skúli Sverrisson - electric bass, voice 
Caleb Burhans - electric five string violin,
electric guitar, voice 
John Hollenbeck - drums, percussion, crotales,
voice

Hello Earth
The Music of Kate Bush
Theo Bleckmann

After tackling American maverick composer Charles Ives and receiving a Grammy nomination for it, vocalist Theo
Bleckmann now takes on the mysterious songbook of British pop recluse Kate Bush. This project goes beyond merely
re-creating Kate Bush's music but taking it into other realms of sound and interpretation. Bush's œuvre is indeed
mysterious and often enigmatic in nature: unusual song forms, oracular lyrics and unpredictable meter- and
harmony-changes are an anomaly in pop music, making it the perfect vehicle for Bleckmann's distinctive, interpretive
spirit and interest in the unusual. Even though Bush still remains a household name, it is fair to say that her music is not
your usual run-of the mill boy-meets-girl/boy-looses-girl fare. Her use of British and Irish myths, her references to
psychology, literature and film, her meticulously multi-layered productions and her unusually high voice make her
idiosyncratic body of work challenging for other artists to interpret. 
Bleckmann first heard Bush as a young teenager and was immediately intrigued... "Her music has this thing that I love in
art: you're instantly drawn into someone's universe without really knowing why but somehow understanding everything in
your heart." A lot of teenage pop heroes came and went, but Kate Bush remained a constant in Bleckmann's life. "Her
songs and records never became obsolete ? – I now realize that the way she layered sound, speech and music became
a major influence for my live electronic looping aesthetic." 

Bleckmann treats Bush's music as he would that of Charles Ives, Thelonius Monk, George Gershwin, Guillaume de
Machaut, Joni Mitchell or any other composer he takes on: with love, respect and an insatiable curiosity for new
possibilities. 

1. Running Up That Hill / 2. Suspended In Gaffa / 3. And Dream Of Sheep / 4. Under Ice / 5. Violin / 6. Hello Earth / 7.
Cloudbusting / 8. All The Love / 9. Saxophone Song / 10. Army Dreamers / 11. The Man With The Child In His Eyes / 12.
Watching You Without Me / 13. Love And Anger / 14. This Woman’s Work 
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Short Stories

Various Artists

In the years after the Second World War, the BBC invited some of the leading English and Irish writers of short stories to
read a selection of their own work on the radio. For the first time this unrivalled archive of recordings is now made
available for wider distribution.

This three-CD set includes a wide range of stories – from the elegantly-turned miniatures of Somerset Maugham to the
eerie supernatural tales of Algernon Blackwood. Around a dozen writers will be featured in all, including Kingsley Amis,
Angela Carter, Harold Pinter, Phyllis Bentley, Edna O'Brien, A E Coppard, Lord Dunsany, V S Pritchett and William
Trevor. 

The set offers a rare and unique opportunity to hear some of the works of the most highly regarded masters of the craft in
their own voices.
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Art Spiegelman’s In the Shadow of No Towers:

Narrated by: John Turturro
A Multimedia Concept by: Marco Cappelli
Video Art by: Anne Rothshild
Graphic Art : Maria Isabel Gouverneur

Music Performed by: Sintax Error
Marco Cappelli (guitars, music box and live
electronics)
Daniele Ledda (keyboards and live electronics)
Roberto Pellegrini (drums and percussion)

In the Shadow of No Towers

Marco Capelli / Art Spiegelman

The artist and New York City resident Art Spiegelman drew the comic board book In the Shadow of No Towers
immediately after the September 11th attacks. As in his Pulitzer Prize-winning “Maus”, cartoonist Spiegelman presents a
highly personalized, political, and confessional diary, this time chronicling his experience of September 11th and its
aftermath. The story follows the author’s experience on 9/11 - as a Lower Manhattan resident he suffered from the attack
directly. Spiegelman conveys his feelings of dislocation, grief, anxiety, and outrage over the horror of the attacks —
through to his observations of the event’s “hijacking” by the Bush administration. 

Moved by Spiegelman’s book, guitarist/composer Marco Cappelli conceived to involve a brilliant group of artists to set it
to music as a multi-media event scored for a narrator with guitars, live electronics and drums. The music fuses rock, jazz
and contemporary classical music. 

The narrator assumes the voice of Spiegelman, as well as other characters, accompanying visuals comprised of a
moving collage of Spiegelman’s actual cartoons. Brooklyn-born actor John Turturro (The Big Lebowski, Do the Right
Thing, Barton Fink, Miller’s Crossing, Quiz Show) makes the perfect voice for Spiegelman’s New Yorker viewpoint.

Cappelli’s concept was originally premiered in 2008 in Italy. An alternate Italian version is also presented here with stage
actor Enzo Salomone (who gave the premiere) as the narrator.

Region 0, NTSC
Aspect Ratio 4:3, color
5.1 Surround & Stereo
Languages: English, Italian
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Best Jazz & World Music 2011
in chronological order of release:
ACT9501-2 Gwilym Simcock - Good Days at Schloss Elmau  Jazz   ACT
JW090             J Tacuma / O Coleman - For the Love of Ornette  Jazz   JAZZWERKSTATT
Totolo012 Tulipa - Efemera      World/Brazil   TOTOLO
ACT9025-2 Magnus Ostrom - Thread of Life    Jazz   ACT
HCD7216 Jeremy Pelt - The Talented Mr Pelt    Jazz   HIGH NOTE
EDN1026 Kairos 4tet - Statement of Intent    Jazz   EDITION
CAMJ7835-2 Kenny Wheeler - One of Many    Jazz   CAM JAZZ
ENJ95872 Mike Westbrook - The Cortege    Jazz   ENJA
450016 Singh, Talvin & Kumar, Niladri - Together   World/India  WORLD VILLAGE
479063 Portuondo, Omara & Valdes, Chucho - Omara & Chucho World/Cuba  WORLD VILLAGE
CAMJ7834-2 Taylor, John - Requiem for a Dreamer   Jazz   CAMJAZZ
EDN1027 Neset, Marius - Golden Xplosion    Jazz   EDITION
CDATR2911 Fanfare Ciocarlia/Boban Marcovic - Balkan Brass Battle World/Balkans  ASPHALT TANGO
Jaro4292-2 Hazmat Modine - Cicada     Blues   JARO
479052 Terakaft - Aratan n Azawad     World/Mali  WORLD VILLAGE
AC143             Trio Chemirani - Invite     World/Iran  ACCORDS CROISES
Psi11.02 DJ Sniff - EP       Jazz   PSI
450017 Sondorgo - Tamburising     World/Hungary WORLD VILLAGE
495135 From the Kasbah - Tunis to Tahrir Sq    World/North Africa NETWORK
AUM068 Ware/Parker/Cooper-Moore/Ali - Planetary Unknown Jazz   AUM FIDELITY
ARCH1102 Archie Shepp, Joachim Kuhn - Wo! Man   Jazz   ARCHIEBALL
NOF17 Mamani Keita - Gagner L’Argent Francais   World/Mali  NO FORMAT
BXS1012 Anthony Braxton - Complete Remastered   Jazz  BLACK SAINT/SOUL NOTE
450019 Sezen Asku - Optum      World/Turkey  WORLD VILLAGE
OGCD036 Keith Tippett - From Granite to Wind   Jazz   OGUN
PI38             Steve Coleman - The Mancy of Sound   Jazz   PI RECORDINGS
450018 Amira - Amulette      World/Bosnia  WORLD VILLAGE
EDN1028 McKormack & Yarde - Places and Other Spaces  Jazz   EDITION
CAMOCI002 Arun Ghosh - Primal Odyssey    Jazz   CAMOCI
HATO717 Albert Ayler Quintet - Stockholm, Berlin 1966  Jazz   HATOLOGYMOBO AWARD WINNER 

2011 Best Jazz Act
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